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IT

has become the customin recentyears to

open most discussions of technical information
and technical communications on a rather
ominous note. As a rule, we are told at the onset
that we are faced with an overwhelmingproblem,
that there is too much informationbeing produced,
and that we are no longer able to cope with it.
If only to dispel for a brief moment the gray
monotony of gloom which seems to overshadow
these discussions, I should like to begin by saying
that there is, if anything, a shortage of useful
technical information in the world today. This
thought is based on the observationsthat the existence of a ton of paper does not necessarilyconnote
the existenceof a ton of informationand that what
may be significantinformationto one man may be
useless verbiage to another.
Related to the foregoingobservations is the fact
that what may have been useful information last
year may be meaningless or useless information
this year. People often talk nowadays about making use of the writtenrecord of human experience,
but they often forget that this record, in science
and technology especially, is very ephemeral; it
loses its significance and becomes obsolete very
rapidly. It has to be used within relatively few
years if it is to be used at all.

SourcesofComplaint
Just as it has become customaryto open up discussions of technical informationand communication on a note of sadness, it has been customaryto
document this sadness with an array of ominous
statistics.Most of these statisticswill be familiar to
readers of this article. There are, for instance,
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like
the statistics
thatin 1950 thereweresomething

50,000 serial publications in science and technology,
and that these publications were at that time producing about 1,850,000 articles and papers a year.
Another statistic that has enjoyed great currency
in recent years is that we in this country are producing about 150,000 unpublished research reports annually in connection with governmentsponsored research. But the most startlingstatistic
of all is that our great libraries are doubling in size
every 16 years. I assume that this statisticis startling because I have seen it repeated in any number
of papers that I have read in the past couple of
years.
Actually, these statisticsare very much like the
"fillers" that newspapers frequentlytuck away in
theirpages. They are vaguely interestingand perhaps impressive when we read them; they help
us to pass the time and to forgetmomentarilyour
day-to-dayworries; but they do not help us to defineor solve verymany practical problems.
It is interestingthat when we analyze the sources
of the complaints about the growthof the literature
they seem to come primarilyfromtwo groups: the
pure or academic scientists,who happen to be the
greatest and most effectiveusers of the literature;
and the librarians and "documentalists," who are
the organizers and disseminatorsof the literature.
The complaint of the pure scientistseems to center around the fact that too much material is being
published in the journals he reads, and that, in
order to compress as many papers as possible into
each issue of each journal, the average paper is
shortenedto the point where it becomes practically
meaningless. I encountered this complaint very frequently in an interview survey of the scientistsof
THE
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Johns Flopkins Uiivetrsity(1). It is a very valid
one. Our scientificjournals are not giving enough
heed to the growth of our scientist population or
to the increasing degree of specialization among
our scientists.They persist in making one journal
do the work of several, and in doing so they very
often fail to produce even a single journal that
covers adequately the field it is supposed to cover.
In this era of scientificgrowthand specialization,
it is becoming more and more difficultto maintain
a single Journal of the American Chemical Society
or Physical Reviewtthat can actually do justice to
or pure physics.
the vast reaches of pure cherrmistry
It is becoming increasingly obvious that if such
journals are to serve their intended functions,they
will have to be divided into a number of specialized,
limited-circulation publications. In this regard,
Goudsmit (2), writing as editor of the Physical
Review, has suggested the need for two discrete
journals to replace the burgeoningPhysical Review.
The problem of rising costs resulting from the
issuance of several publications in place of one
can probably be remedied through smaller print
orders and the use of offsetor other near-print
methods in place of letter press. Pure scientists
are less interested in the physical appearance of
the publications theyread than theyare in the ideas
they convey. One of the fundamental problems
that the pure scientistnow faces is that the average
paper he reads does not convey enough meaningful
information.And so, while many people feel that
there is too much information around, the pure
scientistis sufferingfrom a real shortage of information.
As might be expected, the cause of complaint
among librarians and documentalists is somewhat
differentfromthat of working scientists.It has become fashionable in recent years for librarians and
documentalists, as the guardians, organizers, and
disseminators of the collected written record, to
build "straw men" and to point to the tremendous
growth of the magnitude and significanceof their
activities. But if our libraries are in fact doubling
every 16 years, a large proportion of the blame
must be borne by the libraryprofession.
We librarians and documentalists are rather like
the legendary Texas oil millionaire who trades in
his Cadillac every time its ash-trays become full.
We seem to like to fill up buildings as rapidly as
possible and to trade them in for new buildings.
The ironic differencebetween librarians and Texas
oil millionaires is that librarians cannot afford
Cadillacs, so they go after multimillion dollar
buildings instead; and Texas oil millionaires,who
are in a position to finance new libraries,are much

more-interestedin new Cadillacs. It would be nice
if we could induce some Texas millionairesinto the
library profession. However, this would probably
result in bigger and better library buildings, but it
would not alter the sad fact that our research
libraries are becoming intellectual graveyards.
Librarians must exercise a greater measure of discretion in selecting the materials they add to their
libraries and retain in them if theywish to execute
their guardianship effectively.
To defend the documentalist against the unfair
charge that he is a coconspiratorwith the librarian
in glutting old libraries and building new ones to
replace them, it should be pointed out that the
documentalist, faced with an overflowing library
building, would not attempt to replace it with a
new building; his firstinstinct would be to index
or classify its burgeoning collections. The documentalist would probably substitutea multimillion
dollar information-retrievalsystem for the multimillion dollar building of the librarian. This is possibly what differentiatesthe documentalist from
the librarian.

Growthand Use
It is not surprising,when we consider our national statistics,that our supply of technical information has grown; everythingelse has. During
the past 15 years, our national dollar income has
more than quadrupled; the number of scientists
and engineers in the United States has more than
doubled; and the number of scientificand technical students in our colleges and universities has
also more than doubled. Our national research budget is more than 6 times as large as it was in 1940.
During this period of expansion, our total population has increased only 25 percent,indicating that
a greater and greater proportion of us are becoming engaged in scientificpursuits. If anything,the
growth of our scientificliterature and information
is lagging.
In the course of gatheringthe foregoingstatistics,
I happened upon an article in the New York Times
in which it was shown that the number of telephones per person in the United States has doubled
in the past 15 years. Does this mean that the average person has to use twice as many telephones
as he did in 1940? Of course not. It simply means
that more people are finding more reasons for
using telephones than they did 15 years ago. The
same is true of technical information.
One of the things that increases the quantity of
technical information,and the need for it, is the
diversityof purpose for which it is used. A given
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generallymeans difpiece of technicalinformation
persons.The vehiclesby
ferentthingsto different
which people receive informationvary, and the
formand intellectuallevel in whichtheyare able
to assimilateit also vary.
presentedin a
An itemof technicalinformation,
formthat is meaningfulto the untrainedlayman,
rnayseemitrivial and redundantto the trained
the trainedspecialist
specialist.If it is significant,
will probablyhave read about it already in the
written
This same information,
technicalliterature.
for the trained specialist, may have little or no
meaning to the layman, and, if it is to be made
meaningful and useful to him, it must be interpreted.
It is this variety in the form and intellectual
level in which technical information can be assimilated-this need for interpretationand adaptation that increases the total amount of technical
informationwhich must be produced, if the greatest
possible benefitis to be derived fromnew developments in science and technology.

Need forMarketResearch
The varyingsignificanceand the diverse applications of technical informationcreate a fundamental
need for market research to guide its production,
storage, and dissemination. Commercial publishers
have for many years appreciated the significance
of market research. They have depended on market research because they cannot affordto gamble.
They have to know that there is an audience for
the publications they are producing and distributing; and they have to know the form and content
of the information that is most likely to capture
and retain this audience. This is a matter of economic survival for the commercial publisher.
Although there are a few exceptions, such as
Gray's study of Physics Abstracts (3), Glass's study
of Biological Abstracts (4), and the recent pilot
study done for the National Association of Science
Writers to provide informationfor making science
writing and scientific publications more useful
(5), learned society publishers, contractors who
write reports to satisfythe requirements of their
contracts, and other information disseminators
whose activities are subsidized, do not as a rule
make practical use of market research. This can,
of course, be attributedto the fact that their livelihoods do not depend directlyon audience approval.
This is what gives rise to the complaints of scientists that papers are getting so short as to be useless, and this is what gives rise to many other complaints about the way that scientific information
is published and disseminated.
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-Itis thisfailureto recognizeand utilizemarket
researchthat is making librariesand other collectionsof writtenand publishedtechnicalinformation difficultto use. Instead of complaining
about how big our librariesare getting,we should
investigate
how theselibrariesare beingused,what
parts of our growingcollectionsare useful,and
whatpartsare a wasteofshelfspace.
Like otherformsof refuse,stale information
is
not only wasteful of space, but it can be "toxic."
As Philip Morse (6) has pointed out in a recent
paper on the use of operations research in physics
libraries, things in physics that were written 25
years ago are worse than out of date-they are
often erroneous. Science grows and matures, as
does everythingelse.
There have been numerous studies of how much
time elapses before technical publications fall into
disuse, and all of these studies have shown the active life of the average publication in science to be
surprisinglyshort. Fussler (7), in a study of the
literature referencescited by authors in chemistry
and physics, has demonstrated that the bulk of
such referencesare less than 10 years old. Hanson
(8) equated library storage costs and the use that
is made of the periodicals in the library of the
British Scientific InstrumentResearch Association.
In doing so, he found that the use of periodicals
over 13 years old is so slight as to warrant discarding themand borrowingsuch publications fromcentral depositorylibraries when the rare need arises.
Goudsmit (2) has suggested that with the rapid
development of physics, it is futile for a physicist
to keep more than about six shelf feet of the
Physical Review as a back collection. Six feet of
Physical Review now goes back about 5 years.
In my own study (1), I found that more than 50
percent of the periodicals used by working scientists are less than 5 years old and that, for most
purposes in the population studied, a run of periodicals going back 15 years would cover all but a very
small fractionof the journals required.
Morse (6) has shown in his paper that a fivevolume textbook on acoustics, writtenin 1880, can
now be replaced by a single chapter that will omit
nothing that was in the five original volumes and
that will contain a good deal that was not there.
Hutchisson (9) has attributed this to the fact that
knowledge in the physical sciences is what he terms
"accumulative": constant checking, revision, and
simplificationmake previously published works in
a field obsolete and reducible to simple, compact
presentations in textbook form. And even textbooks become obsolete rather quickly. Buddington
(10) has shown that the rate of obsolescence of
engineering books is about 16 percent a year.
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Many librarians and workingscientistswill voice
objections to what they consider the arbitrary
limitation of the published materials that are
to be stored in libraries. However, if this limitation
is based on careful analyses of the actual use that
is made of the publications in a library, it can
hardly be called arbitrary.If anything,the librarians and scientistswho insist on retainingpublications in sorelytaxed libraries,regardlessof whether
theyare used, are the ones who are being arbitrary.
A basic purpose of market research in dissemination of technical information is to define as accurately as possible the extent and manner of use
of a given vehicle of information.These factorswill
vary from field to field and from publication to
publication within a field. However, the temporal
value of scientificpublications is finite. If the last
20 or 30 years of a given periodical are all that are
ever used by the clients of a library,it is an obvious
waste to insist on retaining a back run of 40 to 50
years.

Significance of Vehicles of Information
In addition to telling the librarian how long to
store the published materials in his custody, market research can furnish him some broad hints
about what materials to acquire in the firstplace.
Bradford (11) found in studying publications in
two fields of science that the bulk of the information on these subjects was contained in a relatively
few journals. In one field, 68 journals were found
to contain 928 papers on the subject in question;
an additional 258 related publications contained
only 404 articles. In the other field, 37 journals
produced 243 papers, while 127 related journals
produced only 152 references.From these figures,
it becomes obvious that the cost of tryingto have
all the available published information on a subject in a single libraryis likely to be prohibitively
great, but that the cost of maintaining most of the
available informationin a given field is likely to be
economically feasible.
It behooves the librarian to ascertain the subject interestsof his clientele and to seek out and
have in his collection the most productive sources
of informationin these subjects. This can be done
by studying the literature, but probably the best
way to do it is by analyzing the publications actually
used by a cross-section of the library's clientele.
There are sometimessubtle reasons why one publication which publishes no more papers in a given
field than several others may be consulted more
frequentlythan the others. The librarian would be
wise to look to the scientistreader to find out which

are the most useful sources of informationin a
given field.
Similarly,
documentalists,
publishers,
editors,and
otherpersonsconcernedwith the broaderaspects
of the disseminationof technicalinformation,
in
orderto do a meaningfuljob, shouldascertainthe
mosteffective
vehiclesforreachingtheiraudiences.
For a publicationthat is alreadyin existence,the
publisherwould do well to studyhis audiencefrom
timeto timeto findout howhispublicationis being
used and whyit is used the way it is. Such market
researchwill,in mostcases,forma basisforneeded
improvements
if the resultsare accuratelyapplied.
In the case of a contemplatedpublication,the
opportunities
are even greater.An understanding,
of the character,needs,and information-gathering
habitsof thecontemplated
audiencecan oftenspell
the difference
betweenthereal successor failureof
a new publication.The word real is used here
advisedly.For a commerciallyproduced publication,thetestofreal successor failureis verysimple.
If enoughpeople purchaseand read the commerciallypublishedpublication,and if enoughadvertisersconsiderthisaudiencea potentialmarket,the
publicationis a success. If, on the other hand,
revenues from subscriptions,newsstand sales, and
advertising add up to an amount that is less than
the total cost of producing the publication, it is a
failure. It may, of course, be a cultural success,
but if there is not a corresponding fiscal success,
it will be forced to cease publication or find some
form of subsidization.
The subsidized publication need not, and perhaps
cannot, apply this simple test. Noncommercial
publication projects worthy of subsidization are
generally chosen and directed by boards or committeesof notables who can hardly be called representativeof the market. The subsidized publication,
in order to perpetuate its subsidy,has only to please
the small group controllingthe purse strings.This
is a much simpler target to focus on than a widespread audience of readers or seekers of information. However, it is not the group for which the
publication is presumably designed. The person
who spells the real success ot failure of any undertaking in the field of informationdissemination is
the consumer. He is the person who must be understood and satisfied.Unlike its commercial counterpart, the subsidized publication can enjoy financial
success and actually be a miserable failure.
Mention has already been made of threeprojects,
by Gray (3), and Glass (4), and by the National
Association of Science Writers (5), which illustrate
the use of market research in the improvement of
scientificpublications. I should like also to make
brief mention of another market research project
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including the Uniited
Conclusior
States, are participating in at the present time.
I should like to make a plea for a bit of enterThis project is being sponsored by the European
ProductivityAgency, which is an outgrowthof the prise, preferablyfree enterprise,in the communicaMarshall Plan in Europe. The purpose of the tion of technical information.It would be good if
project, which is being carried on through inter- all of us who are involved in the business of writing
view surveysin eight countries,is to fosterthe use and editing and storingand disseminatinginformaof technical information by small- and medium- tion would tryto evaluate realisticallythe needs and
sized firmsin Europe, and, in so doing, to increase problems of the people we are supposed to be servthe productivityof these firms.The United States, ing. No matterwhat we do to improve man and his
with its proved capacity for production, is serving lot, the average man lives a life of preoccupation
with his day-to-dayproblems. He will not puithirnas a control in the sttudy.
the plan of the surveyis qtuitepractical. IristeadI self olt, if he can help it, to learn about new deof spending its lirmtited
ftuids tryingout a bunch veloprnents. [Fhenew developments have to be pieof devices that might or imightnot get inform-lation sented to hini through his normal media of comnto the mranwho can use it, the European Productiv- munication. We have to findout what these rmedia
ity Agency is tryingto find out how this man is are if we are to do him the greatestgood.
now getting whatever information he uses. This
will provide a tested route by which he can be
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Although Experiment is an instrumentof immense importance, it is one which derives
all its value from the mind directingit. Used at haphazard, its resultsare fortuitous.The
example of the alchemistsshould teach us how little it effectsin incompetenthands; that
example discloses experimentalinvestigationswanderinginto paths more eccentric,and aror an
riving at conclusions more preposterous than ever seduced an ARISTOTLE
Experiment is an art, and demands an artist-GEORGE HENRY LEWES,
ARCHIMEDES.
Aristotle: a Chapter from the History of Science (Smith, Elder and Co., London, 1864).
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